
A Trip Around the World Name: 

A. A Closer Look at Gender.  Both Germany and Iran mention men and women when they talk 
about rights and equality in their constitutions. Gender equality is an issue all over the globe. 

Activity p.1 

B. A Closer Look at Speech.  All the countries in this lesson have constitutions that discuss freedom 
of  speech  or  the  press.  Brazil’s  constitution  says  you  have  these  freedoms  as  long  as  you  don’t  hide  your  
identity when you speak. Ghana protects the freedom of speech as long as you do not speak against the 
nation or its people and symbols. Read the scenarios below. Which ones describe situations where 
freedom of speech would probably be protected? Pay attention to the country!   

1. A Ghanaian man writes an article about 
how he hates a neighboring community, 
and how everyone else should hate them 
too. 

2. A Brazilian woman posts something on a 
blog  criticizing  the  nation’s  president,  but  
does not identify herself. 

3. In Ghana a small but secretive group 
have been posting flyers around the 
capital calling on people to vote in the 
upcoming election.   

4. A group of Brazilian teens create a fake 
Facebook account to harass someone in 
their class. No one is claiming 
responsibility. 

Read each question and guess the answer by circling the 
percentage you think is correct.  
 

1. What percentage of elected government representatives 
around the world are women?    

 a.  17%          b.  52%          c.  3%          d.  68%      

 

2. Worldwide, women who work outside the home earn 
wages  that  are  less  than  men’s.    How  much  less  are  
women’s  wages?       

 a.  23%          b.  5%          c.  20%          d.  55%      

 

3. Internationally, boys usually receive more education 
than  girls.  Of  all  the  people  in  the  world  who  can’t  read  
or write, what percent are women?    

 a.  1%          b.  66%          c.  28%          d.  14%      



A Trip Around the World 

Activity p.2 

Name: 

C. What if... you lived and worked in a nation like Iran? How might the difference in constitutional 
rights affect you? Complete the activities below. 

Your job is to report on what happens around Iran for a national newspaper.  

Could you report on any topic you felt was newsworthy?        

                     Yes          No         It  depends… 

Which stories might not be allowed? Put and X next to stories that might get you into trouble. 

___ American Government Criticizes Censorship 
Within Iran 

___ Iranian Military Builds New Fighter Jets 

___ One in Four Websites Blocked by Iranian   
Leadership 

___ Ancient Persian Art Show Opens Tomorrow 

___ Non-Muslims Push for Voice in Government 

___ Nation Celebrates Major Islamic Holiday 

___ Defiant Reporters Jailed in Tehran 

___ Pollution at a Ten Year Low  

___ Religious Minority Groups Celebrate in 
Government-Approved Events 

Select one of the stories you marked with an X and complete the following: 
 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Explain why you decided that this story would be dangerous to report.  Think back to the 
rights discussed earlier. Use at least three words from the word bank.  

Select one of the stories you did not mark and complete the following: 
 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 
Explain why you decided that this story would be safe to report. Think back to the rights 
discussed earlier. Use at least three words from the word bank.  


